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Why Houston Testing & Skill Upgradation Facility?
There are several reasons that make Houston your chosen destination for skill testing   
and recruitment. These include:
• Large area with expanded layout to accommodate a large number of candidates at one go.

• Fool proof biometric scanning and video footage of the testing process to ensure that there is no proxy 

 involved in the testing process.

• Testing facilities with state of the art equipment for multiple trades.

• Specially catered to conveniences for your overseas clients.

• Trained testing faculty that offer you the guarantee of skill and productivity.

• Well chartered curriculum that ensures that the skills imparted are imbibed with adequate practical training.

•          Residential training facility that ensures that your candidates for skill up gradation remain in  house for the  

 duration and do not drop out. 

• Expert trainers who can help trades people upgrade and learn new skills and make them 

 competent for overseas employment.

• Highly automated and fool proof process of recruitment with safeguards at every stage.

• Detailed Assessment sheet that enable you to analyze candidate skill in every parameter.

• Flexible packages that enable you to hire and pay only for the facilities you require.

• Excellent hospitality services for your clients to ensure their goodwill.

• Economical pricing to ensure that you always remain well within your budget.

• Prospects of multi locational hiring of facilities to ensure similarity of the quality of 

 experience across geographies.

• Attentive and customer friendly staff who will go out of their way to fulfill your demands.

Fool Proof process for testing and certification
We have a technology enabled testing and certification process that will ensure 
that the right candidate is received and tested, without any use of proxies. 
Candidates have to undergo biometric face reading, before they enter the test 
area. On entering the test area, his biometrics is once again checked to ensure 
that the same person is appearing for the test. The Test Specialist will then set up 
a task for him and time his work duration. On completion of the test task, a picture 
is taken of the completed task and attached to his application form along with his 
picture in the back – ensuring that the results are visible to the interviewer. These 
details are available online. The process of certification and grading is exhaustive 
and every aspect of the candidate’s skills are tested and graded. This ensures that 
our certification is a statement of the skills and ability of the candidate. You can 
also video tape the entire process of testing and certification for further validation 
or sending to the client. 

Our testing combines quality and productivity
We have parameterized testing and deliver marking on the quality of work as well 
as their productivity. This ensures that our certified staff will be contributing to 
productivity from day one. Our trainers have long exposure to gulf working and 
have handled multi million dollar projects in this region.
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